I. INTRODUCTION
How does the income tax shape the boundaries of the firm? This Article goes back to foundational ground-Coase's inquiry into the nature of the firm-to gain some traction on this elementary question.
In some industries, the entire process of production is integrated into a single firm. 1 In others, firms rely on numerous suppliers for essential production components-and these suppliers may themselves rely on other suppliers.
2 Many more industries fall somewhere in between these two extremes, relying partly on external suppliers and partly on internal production. Economists have long sought to discern what causes companies to concentrate production internally or acquire inputs from other firms. This question is often referred to as the "make or buy" decision, as firms can either make an input themselves or buy it from an external supplier. Most famously, in The Nature of the Firm, Nobel Prize Winner Ronald Coase posited that the key to the "make or buy" question depended on the relative advantages of making a product inside the firm compared to the costs of purchasing inputs outside the firm. 4 The chief advantage of purchasing inputs from outside the firm is that doing so enables a producer to take advantage of the invisible hand of the marketplace. Competition among potential suppliers can help the entrepreneur acquire inputs at the lowest cost. Moreover, easily visible market prices make it easier for the entrepreneur to allocate economic resources in an efficient way.
The chief disadvantage of purchasing inputs from outside the firm is that doing so introduces the costs we now call "transaction costs." These include the cost of finding suitable suppliers, 5 the cost of acquiring and processing information, 6 the costs of negotiating and enforcing contracts, the costs of hold-up and moral hazard, and other strategic behavior. 7 The boundaries of the firm are set where the benefits of the market are outweighed by transaction costs; in those circumstances the entrepreneur will choose to make the production input in question rather than buy it in the marketplace.
A vast literature in transaction cost economics has expanded on this Coasean approach to understanding why firms exist and how they are organized. Scholars have examined how various factors affect the make or buy decision and alter the boundaries of firms. 8 However, no one has examined how the income tax, a ubiquitous feature of modern economies, 9 affects the boundaries of the firm.
Of course, tax scholarship has considered some related questions, such as how tax affects the financing of firms. The academic literature, especially in law reviews, has focused primarily on how tax distorts the ways that companies fund themselves. An extensive literature considers how tax affects the decision to finance marginal investments with debt, equity, or retained earnings-that is, the right hand side of the balance sheet.
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Reading this literature, one gets the sense that the left hand side of the balance sheet-what a firm does, where, and with whom-should be taken as a given, as if it were somehow determined in a world without taxes. 11 The literature has not explored how the income tax distorts "real" (non-financial) management decisions, such as how to organize a firm, whether to "make" or "buy" key aspects of production, where to locate assets and production functions within the firm, and how and where to reinvest profits. 12 We fill this gap in the literature by returning to a Coasean perspective, which refocuses the inquiry on these important questions. We start with the conceptual insight that tax distorts the boundaries of the firm by distinguishing between market and nonmarket transactions. The U.S. income tax, like all other modern income taxes, relies on market 8 [String cite] 9 [cite] 10 The right hand side of the balance sheet consists of liabilities and equity, also referred to as the capital structure of the firm. For example, there is a "new view" and "old view" on how the income tax affects companies' dividend policies. [Cites] 11 The left hand side of the balance sheet consists of the assets of the firm. One exception is a recent paper finding that the U.S. corporate income tax distorts the allocation of capital investment. See Li Liu, Do Taxes Distort Corporations' Investment Policy? Evidence from Industry-Level Data (unpublished paper, Oct. 2011) (noting that "[m] easuring the inter-asset distortion effect of the corporate income tax has received little attention despite the well-documented differences in the taxation of different capital assets.") 12 [There has been attention to various specific carve-outs and tax expenditures, such as R&D credit, immediate expensing of investments, etc. String cite] transactions outside the boundaries of the firm to measure income. Intrafirm transactions create opportunities to shift income within the firm in advantageous ways-for example, to move income to lower-tax jurisdictions, or to defer the recognition of income to the future. Thus, an income tax encourages firms to engage in more intrafirm transactions than they would in a world without taxes.
Consider, for example, a hypothetical U.S.-headquartered firm that sells clothing worldwide. Assume the firm has a choice between either (1) building a new clothing factory in Cambodia or (2) contracting with a logistics firm that would source the clothes, to required specifications, from a Cambodian company. By expanding its boundaries into Cambodia, the U.S.-headquartered company may be able to shift profits to Cambodia, a low tax jurisdiction. 13 Simply contracting with a foreign manufacturer or sourcing firm at the market rate, by contrast, would not offer the same opportunity.
14 Thus, in this instance, the U.S. income tax favors "make" over "buy," expanding the boundary of the firm at the margin.
The tax treatment of losses provides another example of how distinguishing between intra-and inter-firm transactions can distort the boundary of the firm. Taxpayers reporting net annual losses generally are not entitled to collect payments from the government. Instead, they must wait until they have taxable income to monetize their tax losses. 15 There are also rules that prevent a company that has suffered losses from easily transferring those losses to a separately owned business that could (presumably) put them to use. 16 However, losses that a firm incurs within one line of business can be used immediately to offset income from another.
Taken together, these rules advantage larger, combined enterprises, expanding the boundary of the firm at the margin.
There are also many rules in the tax code that give advantages to small businesses of various types.
17 These provisions are a heterogeneous group: Some provisions bestow benefits to the companies directly, 18 13 Cambodia has a corporate tax, but offers exemptions for many foreign direct investment projects. 14 Even where high transaction costs prevent moving production functions inside the firm, tax encourages firms to engage in more relational contracting on the margin, rather than simply buying inputs on the open market. These kinds of long-term contractual relationships allow for relational tax planning. 15 while others provide benefits to investors in small businesses. 19 Some are driven by a policy choice to encourage and reward small businesses, while others are driven by administrative or compliance concerns. Their definitions of small business vary significantly.
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But despite their differences, all of these provisions encourage breaking enterprises into smaller pieces, shrinking the boundary of the firm at the margin.
21
There are many other ways in which the tax code's (understandable) differential treatment of intra-and inter-firm transactions can affect the boundary of the firm, and we give additional examples later in this Article.
22 Some of these provisions expand the boundary of the firm; others contract it. But a key observation is that the expansions and contractions do not generally offset each other, and thus each distortion is problematic; two wrongs are unlikely to make a right in this instance.
An income tax can also cause other real economic distortions by according different treatment to different parts of the same economic firm. One clear example is the treatment of multinational corporate entities with a U.S. parent corporation: The United States taxes corporations on their worldwide profits, and the U.S. statutory corporate tax rate is higher than most other countries. 23 However, profits earned by foreign subsidiaries generally are not subject to U.S. tax until they are brought back to the United States as dividends paid to the parent corporation.
24 Thus, the income tax encourages U.S.-based multinationals to reinvest profits, and to shift growth, assets, and business activity, abroad rather than domestically.
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In other instances, however, firms adopt legal structures that enable them to obtain the same favorable tax treatment without significantly changing their business activities. This technique, known as 19 See, e.g., 26 U.S.C. § 1045 (allowing taxpayers to defer gains from certain sales of the stock of small businesses if they reinvest in other small businesses); 26 U.S.C. § 1202 (partially excluding from income gain from certain sales of the stock of small businesses), 26 U.S.C. § 1244 (converting capital losses to ordinary losses when they arise from the sale of stock in a small business). 20 See, e.g., 26 U.S.C. § 474 (defining "small" as having less than $5,000,000 annual gross receipts over the previous three years); 26 U.S.C. § § 1045, 1202 (defining "small" as having less than $50,000,000 in assets); 26 U.S.C. § 1244 (defining "small" as a corporation that has raised $1,000,000 in equity capital or less). 21 A provision does not need to be explicitly limited to small businesses to advantage small businesses, thereby shrinking the boundary of the firm at the margin. For example, consider a corporate income tax that was highly progressive with steeply climbing rates. We discuss other provisions that have this effect later. 22 regulatory arbitrage, 26 enables economic activity to continue more or less as it would in a world without taxes. The primary effect of tax under these conditions is not a real distortion of economic activity, but rather an increase in transaction costs both within and outside the firm. Under these conditions, the primary effect of tax is to make firms more complex, less transparent, and more costly to do business with.
27 Some of these taxplanning techniques have recently been in the public eye, with Congressional inquiries into Apple, Microsoft, and Hewlett-Packard and with press coverage of Google, Starbucks, and other high profile companies. Politicians express outrage at the byzantine structures concocted to avoid tax, yet fail to fully understand the ways that the tax code encourages this complexity.
This regulatory arbitrage response has also manifested itself in the form of firms organizing as passthrough entities, such as partnerships, LLCs, REITs and MLPs, in order to avoid the corporate income tax. Changing organizational form to avoid taxes can drive up transaction costs, increase complexity, increase agency costs, and result in suboptimal corporate governance. 28 Thus, even these nonreal responses can have significant impacts on real economic activity. Accordingly, our analysis yields both a theoretical contribution and some new insights into current policy debates.
The theoretical contribution is that the income tax can introduce an additional economic distortion-and therefore inefficiency-by pushing firms to make different decisions about what they produce internally and what they purchase externally than they would absent taxes. This source of inefficiency adds a new theory-based argument for eschewing or minimizing a corporate income tax, as well as other tax instruments that have similar distortionary effects.
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This analysis also suggests some more actionable recommendations for a slew of ongoing major policy debates. First, consider the statutory corporate income tax rate. There is a surprising amount of bipartisan support for lowering this rate. 30 The inefficiency effect that we identify in this Article provides a new reason to support such a rate cut: the degree to which the corporate income tax distorts the 26 boundary of the firm varies with the magnitude of the tax imposed. Reducing the corporate income tax rate will thus reduce the distortive effect we identify.
In the international tax context, one of the biggest active policy debates is whether we should maintain our current international tax system. Our analysis underscores how current law's deferred taxation of foreign subsidiaries' offshore earnings creates real distortions in the location of reinvested earnings. It also helps explain the increasing complexity in multinational corporate organizations, a complexity that is primarily tax-driven. In addition, our analysis bears on current proposals to replace our current system. One camp is pushing for a territorial system, which would exempt the offshore earnings of foreign subsidiaries from U.S. tax altogether. From a Coasean boundaries-of-the-firm perspective, this is a step in precisely the wrong direction. Such a system would reward "making" over "buying" in all the same circumstances as current law, but to a significantly larger degree. Instead, our analysis bolsters proposals to partially or fully eliminate deferral through worldwide consolidation.
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The remainder of this Article is organized as follows. Following this Introduction, Part II revisits the literature on Coase and the boundaries of the firm, setting the stage for a discussion of how transaction cost economics can inform tax policy. Part III explores some of the ways in which the income tax distorts the boundary of the firm. In doing so, it provides numerous examples of provisions that can grow or shrink firms at the margin or alter the relative size of their components. It also discusses how firms can respond to income tax law incentives without significantly changing their economic behavior by engaging in regulatory arbitrage. Part IV emphasizes these points through a case study of U.S.-based multinational corporations, discussing both the real distortion of reinvesting profits abroad and the "nonreal" response of moving existing profits abroad for legal purposes. Part V discusses the implications of our analysis for a number of tax policy questions and Part VI concludes.
II. THEORY OF THE FIRM LITERATURE
To understand how tax affects the boundaries of firms, one must understand the theory of the firm. There is a voluminous literature on this topic, but a seminal work in the field is Ronald Coase's The Nature of the Firm, in which Coase posited that transaction costs define the boundaries 31 Again, from a theory perspective, a consumption tax would minimize distortions of the boundaries of the firm; in particular, the best instrument would be a destination-based VAT. In the short term, however, worldwide consolidation at a lower rate seems somewhat more plausible. of the firm. 32 We begin with a discussion of Coase's theory before turning to how subsequent work within the fields of economics, finance, law, and tax have expanded upon that theory.
A. The Coasean Framework
In the Coasean framework, an entrepreneur or manager decides whether to make or to buy the inputs she will need to produce goods or services. If the entrepreneur chooses to buy the inputs, it will engage in market transactions with other firms that produce them. This enables the entrepreneur to rely on the price mechanism of the market-sometimes called the invisible hand-to help the entrepreneur decide how best to allocate her resources efficiently.
At the same time, contractual dealings with unrelated parties raise a number of challenges that the entrepreneur must contend with. Suppliers may have better information than the entrepreneur, and may seek to use this to their advantage. Suppliers may engage in various types of opportunistic behavior, or defraud the entrepreneur. The entrepreneur must design its supply contracts with these issues in mind. Even so, negotiating and enforcing contracts is costly, and contracts are likely to prove an incomplete solution to these problems.
Alternatively, the entrepreneur could decide to make the inputs she needs, shifting production from outside suppliers into the firm itself. In doing so, the entrepreneur substitutes a hierarchy of managers and employees in place of market transactions with unrelated parties. This can reduce the transaction costs described above-essentially, the entrepreneur does not need to worry that she will seek to take advantage of herself.
On the other hand, directing production within the firm also carries its own costs. (Somewhat confusingly, these costs are often called "intrafirm transaction costs.") Employees shirk their duties. Managers make self-interested decisions. Even if managers are direct production with the entrepreneur's interest in mind, they will be relying on their knowledge of events with the firm, instead of market prices, when they decide how to allocate resources. Deprived of market pricing information, managers may simply make bad decisions, allocating rewards or resources within the firm in an inefficient way.
Coase posited that the boundaries of the firm are set at the point at which overall transaction costs are minimized. The boundaries of the firm depend on the specificity of assets used in production and institutional constraints on opportunistic behavior. Production takes place within a firm when the costs of transacting in the marketplace are higher than the costs of producing the same goods or services within the firm. When these Coasean transaction costs are low, the entrepreneur buys inputs from the market. When transaction costs are high, the firm produces goods and services within the firm. The boundary of the firm is where the two sets of costs-the costs of transacting in the marketplace and the costs of directing production inside the firm-are equal.
It is worthwhile to ground this theorizing with a simple illustrative example. Consider a power plant that generates electricity by burning coal. For simplicity, assume that coal is the only input in the plant's production process.
One could imagine several ways in which this production process would be organized. One possibility is that the plant could purchase its coal from one or more external and unrelated coal mines-that is, it could buy its coal on the open market. Another would be for the plant itself to own and operate a coal mine, and to use the coal it mines in its generating process-that is, it could make its own coal.
Consider the scenario in which the power plant buys coal from unrelated mines. There are several reasons why this arrangement might make sense. For example, the knowledge and training involved in mining coal differ from those required to operate a power plant, and managers experienced in one field might not be well-equipped to oversee the other. If the power plant purchases its coal on the open market, it will not have to concern itself with the operation of the coal mine. All it needs to do is agree to contract terms with a coal supplier. This may be an attractive option if the plant can count on strong competition among sellers of coal, which is most likely when there are many available suppliers selling interchangeable coal. In these circumstances, the plant can rely on market prices to help it allocate resources efficiently.
There are also scenarios in which it might make sense for the power plant to own and operate its own coal mine. For example, suppose that coal mined from different locations has different properties, and that it is worthwhile to modify the power plant so that it is more efficient at burning a particular type of coal. 33 The power plant could simply identify a particular coal mine that it plans to purchase from, and then modify its plant accordingly. However, these modifications would make it difficult for the plant to shift to burning coal from another source. Knowing that the plant is relying on it, and therefore vulnerable, the coal mine can take 33 [This is true. One can also construct many other examples of this type. For example, the plant may need to build a railroad line to a coal mine to bring in coal. The railroad represents an asset-specific investment that cannot be easily recouped, nor can the plant easily switch suppliers.] advantage of the situation by charging a supra-competitive price for its coal.
There are contractual responses to this sort of problem. One option is for the power plant to negotiate a long-term contract with the coal mine before it makes any modifications to its plant. This locks in a price and protects the plant from price-gouging for years to come. However, negotiating such contracts can be challenging, as they need to take into account all manner of unexpected events. 34 Alternatively, if the power plant owns its own coal mine, it does not need to worry about opportunistic behavior by the coal mine, as it will control the coal mine. The downside of this approach is that the power plant will now be in the coal mining business as well as the powergenerating business. The power plant may lack the expertise to operate a coal mine efficiently. Moreover, it may be difficult for the power plant to determine what its costs are from mining coal, and thus how well its coalmining business is doing overall. Without a clear price for the coal it burns, it may also be more difficult to tell how well the power-generating business is doing.
B. Subsequent Economic Literature
In the decades following The Nature of the Firm, many economic scholars have expanded on Coase's framework. This literature is substantial, and a complete review is beyond the scope of this Article. We instead limit our discussion to a brief mention of a few major strands, in order to give the reader a sense of how much attention and consideration economists have devoted to the theory of the firm.
One line of work emphasizes the importance of team production.
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In this view, firms exist because team production increases output, but makes it difficult to match (or "meter") rewards to productivity. Incentivizing close monitoring is therefore critical, and it is often efficient to give the residual earnings of the firm to the monitor herself. The boundaries of the firm are set at the point at which the marginal benefits of team production equal the marginal costs of monitoring behavior inside the firm.
Agency cost theories of the firm also emphasize the importance of the firm as a centralized monitor.
36 Locating production inside the firm creates a principal-agent problem, as the managers who direct production 34 Jensen & Meckling (1976). are often different from the principals who own the firm. The boundaries of the firm are set when the agency costs-the monitoring costs, bonding costs, and residual loss-become so high that it is cheaper to contract in the market.
Property rights theories of the firm focus on the problem of incomplete contracting. Because parties have imperfect information, and because information is costly to obtain, contracts are necessarily incomplete and cannot contemplate every contingency that might arise. Property rights fill these gaps.
37
Property rights can also facilitate information exchange among potential users of innovation.
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The boundaries of the firm are set at the point where making the firm the residual owner of more property is equal to the costs associated with holding that property.
The New Institutional Economics literature on theory of the firm is perhaps closest to the spirit of Coase's original paper. This literature highlights the importance of the firm as a governance structure that can address the problem of ex post opportunism. 39 This approach shows that the make or buy decision, often framed as a binary choice, can also be thought of as falling more on a spectrum, with relational contracting filling the gap between these two poles. Relational contracting allows for governance structures that constrain opportunism without imposing hierarchical control. It is also worth noting that relational contracting opens up opportunities for relational tax planning, where firms rely on incentives, relationships, and norms to overcome frictions that would otherwise constrain tax planning. 40 Finally, some recent works on the theory of the firm have focused on how globalization and technological advancement have rendered the boundary of the firm increasingly fluid. Zingales has argued that the extant theory of the firm literature envisions an asset-intensive and vertically integrated firm with tight hierarchical control over its employees. 41 Human capital, not physical assets, increasingly determine the boundaries and success of the firm. If the firm's critical assets can walk out the door whenever they like, the hierarchical model of internal Zingales argues that firms have increasingly shifted away from direct control over suppliers in favor of loose collaborations as well. Thus, power, control, and rents are distributed throughout the firm, and the boundaries of the firm are in constant flux. Gilson, Sabel & Scott argue that the boundaries of the firm have become more fluid in order to optimize collaborative innovation. 43 They describe the braiding of formal (legally enforceable) and informal (legally unenforceable) contracts among firms as "contracting for innovation." 44 While theories of the firm vary in important ways, a consistent theme persists: firm boundaries vary depending on transaction costs within and outside the firm. Firms exist as a response to, and as a way of economizing on, transaction costs. As we will argue in Part [X], tax creates distortions under any of the theories discussed above. Thus, we need not adopt (or defend) any of these particular theories of the firm here.
We also note that, while economists routinely accept that tax distorts decision-making, 45 the effect of tax on the boundaries of the firm has largely been left unexplored. Theory of the firm scholars generally continue to operate in a world in which tax is assumed away. However, this is not true of finance scholarship, to which we now turn.
C. Finance and Accounting Literature: Tax Matters
Much of the finance and accounting literature is infused, implicitly or explicitly, with insights from the theory of the firm literature. 46 While a comprehensive review is beyond the scope of this paper, the obvious place 42 Id. at 1644 ("The new challenge is to explain what happens when there are no physical assets involved or when these assets are simple commodities and, hence, easily replaceable. This is tantamount to explaining how a third party can have control over human capital in a world where labor has been liberated not only from slavery but also from the modern form of indenture represented by the uniqueness of the assets that labor specialized to."). 43 44 Id. at 435 ("The explicit and implicit obligations interact within a formal governance structure that regulates the exchange of highly revealing information but does not necessarily impose legally enforceable obligations to buy or sell anything. This braiding creates an interactive process that constrains opportunism as the parties' investments in detailed knowledge of each other's character and capabilities raise switching costs-the costs one party to a contract must incur in order to replace the other party to the contract.") 45 48 It follows that capital structure decisions can often be understood as methods of economizing on transaction costs and taxes.
A great deal of public finance scholarship has been devoted to how tax considerations can distort capital structure. Under the new view of dividend policy, for example, scholars postulate that managers assume profits will eventually be distributed to shareholders in transactions taxed at the same rate. 49 If so, tax may not distort dividend policy in the longrun because the tax consequences of current versus future dividends may be equivalent. 50 However, this analysis may be more complicated in the international context, as the repatriation tax can be avoided (at least for purposes of financial accounting) if profits earned overseas by foreign subsidiaries are permanently reinvested overseas.
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There is some literature on the effect of tax policy on managerial incentives to alter organizational form. Perhaps closest to the spirit of this paper, Desai and Hines studied how the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 affected international joint ventures. That law rendered international joint ventures, particularly with low-tax affiliates, less attractive.
52 Following the tax change, Desai and Hines indeed found that more multinationals opted to have majority-owned affiliates-which more people would consider to be inside the boundaries of the firm-as compared to minority-owned joint ventures-which would conventionally be considered outside the boundaries of the firm. They conclude that the 47 In sum, while a great deal of finance literature exists on distortions to the capital structure, there is much less research investigating asset distortions and changes to organizational form. Implicitly, of course, tax distortions on the right hand side of the balance sheet affect the left hand side as well; for example, managers of highly leveraged firms can be expected to be more risk-seeking than managers of firms without debt. But the literature has not discussed in depth how tax induces firms to accumulate assets in order to exploit tax arbitrage opportunities.
D. Legal Scholarship: The Splintering of the Firm
Most of the legal scholarship referencing the theory of the firm literature has been concentrated in corporate law. 54 This literature has largely focused on the relationship between shareholders and managers, and debates about the proper goals of corporate governance. 55 The takeover literature incorporates tax to the extent that it recognizes the debt-equity distortions described in the finance literature, but to date has focused on whether LBOs are tax-favored.
56 Only a few legal scholars have devoted significant attention to hybrid forms of organization, like relationships with outsourcing firms.
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More recently, legal scholars outside of corporate law have begun to examine how specific doctrinal areas of law affect the boundaries of the firm. For example, a number of scholars have drawn on the property rights theory of the firm literature to make normative arguments about intellectual property law. 58 III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK Having laid out the relevant background and context regarding the extant literature on the theory of the firm, we now turn to the effects of the income tax on the boundary of the firm. In doing so, we cluster these effects into four groups: Price-mechanism distortions are those that arise from the income tax's reliance on arm's-length transactions, and the pricing they provide, to calculate incomes. Doctrinal distortions arise from choices in the design of our income tax laws, such as the decision not to integrate corporate and shareholder-level taxes, to restrict the transfer of tax credits and net operating losses, and to accord tax benefits to small businesses. Intrafirm distortions stem from provisions that apply different rules to different parts of the same economic enterprise. As a result, they can change how the enterprise and its activities evolve over time. Finally, we discuss how regulatory arbitrage can enable firms to gain the tax benefits they desire without having to make significant changes to their real economic activities.
A. The Price Mechanism Distortion
Introducing tax to the classic model distorts the entrepreneur's use of the price mechanism. Tax exerts an effect on the margin of the "make or buy" decision. Our realization-based income tax system relies on the existence of a market transaction to measure the timing and amount of tax liability.
65 Firms can more easily manipulate intrafirm transactions to defer income, allocate taxable income to a low-tax jurisdiction, allocate deductions to a high-tax jurisdiction, or convert ordinary income into capital gain.
The key theoretical intuition is that managers will shape the boundaries of the firm, on the margin, to avoid market transactions if doing so reduces tax liability. This means that there will be some situations in which managers will choose an intra-firm transaction even if it would be more efficient (in a no-tax world) to use a market transaction. Firms would be smaller, and the boundaries of the firm tighter, in a world without taxes. 64 Kleinbard 65 Notable exceptions include the original issue discount rules, constructive receipt rules.
Tax relies on the price mechanism of the market because that mechanism is useful to the tax collector in much the same way that it is useful to the entrepreneur. So long as the added costs of keeping economic activity within the firm are less than the tax savings, the entrepreneur will grow the firm at the margin. 66 For example, U.S. corporations often create subsidiaries in Delaware or Nevada to hold intellectual property, which is then leased to other subsidiaries, effectively shifting income from a high tax state (like California) to a low tax state (like Nevada).
The implications of this tax distortion-the price mechanism distortion-are potentially vast. 67 Recall that, in a Coasean world without transaction costs, the boundary of the firm is set at the place where transaction costs outside the firm and the costs of directing production inside the firm are minimized overall. A realization-based tax system systematically puts market transactions at a disadvantage. The tax distortion creates private costs, as firms accept higher agency costs, shirking, information costs, and other costs within the firm as the price for reducing taxes. And the tax distortion creates social costs in the form of inefficient allocation of economic resources and reduced tax revenue.
B. Doctrinal Distortions
Tax law creates additional distortions on firms because of doctrinal choices underlying the structure of our tax code. First, there is an 66 In some cases, tax could cause a firm to shrink at the margins. For example, a corporation might sell a depreciated asset in order to realize a tax loss. 67 Coase explored this possibility in The Nature of the Firm (p. 391):
Another factor that should be noted is that exchange transactions on a market and the same transactions organized within a firm are often treated differently by Governments or other bodies with regulatory powers. If we consider the operation of a sales tax, it is clear that it is a tax on market transactions and not on the same transactions organized within the firm. Now since these are alternative methods of organization-by the price mechanism or by the entrepreneur-such a regulation would bring into existence firms which otherwise would have no raison d'être. It would furnish a reason for the emergence of a firm in a specialized exchange economy. Of course, to the extent that firms already exist, such a measure as a sales tax would merely tend to make them larger than they would otherwise be. Similarly, quota schemes, and methods of price control which imply that there is rationing, and which do not apply to firms producing such products for themselves, by allowing advantages to those who organize within the firm and flow through the market, necessarily encourage the growth of firms. But it is difficult to believe that it is measures such as have been mentioned in this paragraph which have brought firms into existence. Such measures would, however, tend to have this result if they did not exist for other reasons.
agglomeration/disintegration distortion. Unlike the price mechanism distortion, which follows as a consequence of using a realization-based tax system, the agglomeration/disintegration distortion stems from the existence of a firm-level tax. In the United States, we have a classical corporate tax which imposes a separate tax on both a corporation and its shareholders. Doctrinal corporate tax law thus creates an agglomeration distortion that tends to expand the boundaries of the firm. On the margins, tax law encourages corporations to reinvest earnings rather than distribute out to shareholders.
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One might be tempted to say, therefore, that tax tends to expand the boundaries of the firm. This agglomeration distortion may be offset by a disintegration distortion, however. The disintegration distortion takes two forms: splitting apart existing firms, and avoiding the corporate form altogether.
This can even incentivize the disintegration of existing firms; MLPs, UpREITS. [Explain more and add in discussions of doctrinal treatment of losses and credits and their transferability. Discuss examples of provisions that favor small businesses, including both those that do so explicitly and those that merely do so effectively (e.g. Section 179, which allows expensing of otherwise depreciable property, up to a cap).]
C. Intrafirm Distortions [Explain D. Regulatory Arbitrage
The real situation is not quite as dire as the initial theoretical intuition suggests. The legal boundaries of the firm and the economic boundaries of the firm are not one and the same. In some cases, modern tax planning techniques allow firms to approximate (but not replicate) the economic arrangements that they would have had in a world without taxes.
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The firm's first response to the tax distortion is an expansion of the legal boundaries of the firm. Expansion of the economic boundaries of the firm is a secondary effect that occurs when regulatory arbitrage strategies are unavailable or incomplete. The gap between the economics of a 68 An important caveat: the existence of a corporate tax encourages entrepreneurs to avoid or defer incorporation of a business. But practical constraints lead most large firms to incorporate. 69 Fleischer, Regulatory Arbitrage (Texas L Rev 2010). transaction and its legal treatment for tax purposes creates a regulatory arbitrage effect where parties manipulate the legal structure of transactions to achieve a different tax treatment while disrupting the underlying economic relationships as little as possible. For example, firms may limit the effect of the agglomeration/disintegration distortion by issuing hybrid instruments that function like equity from an economic perspective but have payments that are treated like interest, not dividends. 70 This enables the firm to leave the locus and scope of underlying economic activity unchanged, while paying only one level of tax, at the investor level.
A firm's ability to engage in regulatory arbitrage is constrained, however, by transaction costs within the firm. In particular, tax planning increases agency costs by reducing shareholders' ability to monitor what managers are doing. When a firm stockpiles cash in the Cayman Islands, for example, it is unclear whether managers are doing so to reduce taxes, because they lack good investment options, or both. A firm's ability to engage in arbitrage does not mean that there are no intrafirm transaction costs; rather, it means that the tax savings outweigh the increase in agency costs or other wasteful effects.
An extended example may help illustrate the point. Suppose the U.S.-based technology company Apple wants to assemble phones in China, where engineers and factory workers are plentiful, talented, and cheap. In a world without taxes, assume that Apple would simply buy the assembled phones from a manufacturer in China at a low price. This market-based option is, by assumption, economically efficient. It is taxinefficient, however, because much of Apple's income would be sourced and taxed in the United States, as U.S. consumers buy its phones. In response to tax distortions, Apple could create a new corporate subsidiary in China to manufacture the new iPhone, which would allow it to manipulate transfer prices to ensure that more profits were allocated to the in-China activities of the Chinese subsidiary. The creation of a manufacturing subsidiary in China would be a real tax-induced change in 70 Unlike the price mechanism distortion, the agglomeration distortion is not an intrinsic feature of a realization-based income tax. It is the product of the doctrinal architecture of a classical corporate tax that aims to tax earnings at both the entity and shareholder level. Doctrinal choices could mitigate the distortion, albeit at the cost of eroding the corporate tax base. For example, consider the relative difficulty, from a tax perspective, of divesting a business compared to acquiring a business. It is easy to incorporate a business without triggering tax liability, and it is relatively easy to acquire another company using stock as acquisition currency without triggering shareholder or corporatelevel taxes. By contrast, it is more difficult to break apart companies without realizing shareholder or corporate-level gains. The reasons are purely doctrinal: in the absence of our desire to enforce an entity-level tax, there would be no need to police against the bailout of corporate earnings and profits in a spin-off or other distribution to shareholders. the economic boundaries of the firm and, again by assumption, less economically efficient than simply buying the phones on the market.
But there is a third alternative. Rather than opening a subsidiary in China, Apple could create a sourcing subsidiary in Singapore that contracts with a manufacturing company in China. The Singapore subsidiary marks up the price of the phones before reselling to its U.S. and overseas affiliates, and Apple uses other planning techniques (like interest stripping) to reduce both its U.S. and global effective tax rate. 71 The Singapore subsidiary is legally part of Apple. But from an economic point of view, the production input in question-assembling the phonesremains outside the boundaries of the firm.
While arbitrage strategies allow the core production function to remain outside the firm, other transaction costs increase. An offshore legal structure leaves Apple with offshore cash, leaving three basic options: (1) repatriate the cash, paying tax at 35% (in the absence of a tax holiday) prior to re-investing in the U.S. or distributing a dividend to shareholders, (2) hoard the cash in a tax haven while awaiting a tax holiday, or (3) reinvest the cash offshore. Accounting considerations combine with tax incentives to encourage offshore reinvestment, even at a relatively low rate of return-a new distortion of the boundaries of the firm.
To briefly recapitulate, this theoretical framework suggests that we should observe tax exerting four primary pressures on the boundaries of the firm: (1) a price mechanism distortion, where firms expand the firm to hide market transactions from the tax collector, (2) doctrinal distortions, which can cause firms to expand or shrink on the margin as a result of structural choices such as having a separate entity-level tax, (3) intrafirm distortions, in which differential treatment of different parts of the same economic enterprise cause some parts to grow faster or slower than they otherwise would, and (4) a regulatory arbitrage effect, where firms engage in tax planning that allows the legal boundaries of the firm to shift while the economic boundaries of the firm remain closer to what would be optimal in a world without taxes. One may think of these economic distortions as the "implicit corporate tax"-the usual deadweight loss associated with tax-induced changes in economic behavior. Unlike prior literature, however, our focus here is on the left hand side of the balance sheet: how tax distorts the nature, location, and amount of assets held by firms. These distortions drive up agency costs and lead to an inefficient allocation of economic resources. 71 Kleinbard, Stateless Income. In this case, it would be necessary to transform the income from Singapore (where it might be foreign base company sales income and subject to current inclusion under subpart F) into deferred income.
IV. CASE STUDY: CROSS-BORDER INCOME SHIFTING A. Market Pricing vs. Transfer Pricing
Imagine a global economy with a single firm, a conglomerate that controls all of the corporations in the world. 72 Tax collectors would find it challenging to collect the right amount of tax. When subsidiary A in country X sells a product to subsidiary B in country Y, who is to say if the transfer price is appropriate? There would be no comparable arms-length transactions to compare it to. Market transactions are necessary to accurately measure income, and in the absence of a market transaction, the tax collector is at a disadvantage.
By contrast, life would be easier for the tax collector in a global economy with no firms at all. The value of each economic input would be broken down into its component parts. Each step of the global supply chain could be observed and value attributed accordingly. Human capital could remain difficult to sort out; 73 for example, where an individual contributes both labor and capital, it may be difficult to separate the two activities for tax purposes. 74 Still, eliminating firms-the common ownership of assets-would allow the tax collector to observe far more market transactions and enforce the law more accurately.
The Coasean framework assumes that when transaction costs define the boundaries of the firm, the result is not only privately optimal, but socially optimal as well. Tax shows that this basic assumption is flawed in two significant ways. First, firms may expand the boundaries of the firm to reduce the number of market transactions visible to the tax collector, incurring higher agency costs within the firm than the transaction costs outside the firm that they would incur in a world without taxes. Second, the resulting tax avoidance reduces tax revenue, which 72 Cf. WALL-E (Pixar Animation 2008); See also Pixar Wiki, Buy N Large, available at http://pixar.wikia.com/Buy_N_Large ("However, by the year 2057, as shown on the Buy n Large website, the conglomerate became a worldwide leader in the fields of aerospace, agriculture, construction, consumer goods, corporate grooming, earth transport, electronics, energy, engineering, finance, food services, fusion research, government, hydro-power, infrastructures, media, medical science, mortgage loans, pet care, pharmaceuticals, psychotherapies, ports and harbors, real estate, repairs, retail, robotics, science/health, space, storage, super centers, super grids, travel services, utilities, and watermills. … Buy n Large continued to expand its efforts for control so much that by the year 2105, Buy n Large had over two million wholly owned subsidiaries, governmental bodies, and health care centers."). 73 Even in a world with no legal firms, humans would become a one person "firm" that provided a bundle of services and capital to another contracting party. 74 The capital gains preference often makes this distinction important. For extended discussion of the human capital problem, see Fleischer, Taxing Founders' Stock; Fleischer, Two and Twenty.
(assuming constant government spending) 75 requires higher overall tax rates and further distorts behavior. 76 We focus our analysis on transfer pricing, although the broader point can be generalized. The tax code contains many provisions that impute a price to a transaction where actual market prices are unknown or easily manipulated. The OID rules, for example, impute an interest rate on bonds that have a redemption price that is higher than the issue price. Section 7872 imputes an interest rate where the stated rate of interest between the lender and borrower is below the market rate. Leases may include imputed rental payments for tax purposes. The partnership tax rules impute sales prices on certain disguised sales among partners. And so on. In each case, the tax code responds to a potential distortion of economic transactions where a firm engages in an intrafirm transaction or a transaction with a related party to achieve a tax objective.
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More broadly, the tax code contains many rules, such as the related party rules (section 318), the partnership anti-abuse regulation, and section 269 (an anti-abuse rule related to corporate formation) that try to constrain the ability to avoid taxes by creating legal relationships with parties that are not at arms-length. These rules, like the transfer pricing rules, are not always effective. We focus on transfer pricing because while the problem is pervasive, the economic distortions are broader in the cross-border context and the shifting of economic activity overseas represents a grave threat to the U.S. corporate tax base, which tends to get the attention of lawmakers.
B. The Basics of Transfer Pricing
Transfer pricing is the pricing of the movement of goods, services, and intellectual property between affiliated companies or subsidiaries. When two companies are under common control, the managers must reach an agreement on the transfer price in the absence of an arms-length relationship.
78 Transfer pricing can be used to finance subsidiaries by 75 Relaxing this assumption does not solve the problem, either, as then we are forgoing (presumably) valuable public goods. 76 The first type of cost-the private cost of distorting firm boundaries-can often be mitigated but not eliminated through regulatory arbitrage, as firms manipulate legal boundaries while keeping economic activity mostly unchanged. The second type of cost-the social cost of reduced tax revenue-is not mitigated by regulatory arbitrage. 77 [Another way to conceptualize the problem is that market transactions create a positive externality in the form of information that may be observed by the tax collector. The firm has no way of internalizing this benefit, creating a gap between the privately optimal amount of market transactions and the socially optimal amount of market transactions.] From a tax perspective, the transfer price can be manipulated to minimize profit in high-tax jurisdictions and shift it to lower-tax jurisdictions.
Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code gives the IRS the authority to reallocate income, deductions, credits or allowances between related corporations in order to more accurately reflect income. Under the traditional approach, the ideal is an arm's length price, i.e., the price that would be reached if the buyer and seller had a straightforward market relationship. Because of differences in quality, quantity, timing of sales, long-term relationships, custom-designed items, and intellectual property, however, in practice it is often difficult to determine the arm's length price. Evidence of a correct transfer price may be inferred from resale prices (less appropriate markups for distribution and value added), or a "cost-plus" method that estimates the value added by the subsidiary. While the IRS often negotiates advanced pricing agreements, wiggle room in the system allows a great deal of income to be shifted to lower-tax jurisdictions.
From a Coasean perspective, the use of comparable market transactions to determine the appropriate transfer price is fundamentally flawed. 79 The firm incurs an increase in intrafirm transaction costs precisely because there are higher costs (search costs, negotiation costs, holdup risk, etc.) associated with comparable market transactions. The use of market transactions to set the transfer price understates the true cost of buying those inputs from the market. All else equal, accurate enforcement of an arms-length standard (but one that excludes transaction costs) by an omniscient tax collector would discourage intrafirm transactions.
In practice, however, the difficulty of enforcing the arms-length standard gives firms a reason to expand the firm and in engage in more, not fewer, intrafirm transactions. Firms put tax collectors at a severe information disadvantage when they move economic activity inside the firm. The tax advantages of multinational tax planning more than offset the increase in intrafirm transaction costs. Tax favors expansion of the firm across borders.
of control definition including compulsion or influence over a supplier). Purely contractual relationships, however, are unlikely to be construed as "control" for purposes of section 482. Id. at 71 (Noting that while contractual alliances can show elements of compulsion or influence over pricing similar to an ownership relationship, "the enforcement of an even broader standard [defining control] would be difficult to administer."). 79 Langbein.
What is less clear is whether the expansion overseas is always a true expansion of the economic boundaries of the firm, or merely an expansion of the legal boundaries of the firm. That firms are able to reduce their global tax rates through transfer pricing shows that regulatory arbitrage techniques more than offset the implicit costs associated with transfer pricing. As Ed Kleinbard and others have emphasized, firms manipulate transfer prices, engage in interest stripping, and use other planning techniques to reduce both U.S. and foreign tax liability.
To choose a common example, consider U.S. private equity funds' inclusion of a Cayman Islands "blocker" corporation into the investment structure of their funds. If U.S. tax-exempt investors like pension funds and endowments invested directly into a private equity fund, and the fund's investment in portfolio companies generates active business income, the tax-exempt investors would be subject to tax on this unrelated business income, or UBTI. Similarly, foreign investors could risk paying tax on that active business income, which could be treated as effectively connected (ECI) with a U.S. trade or business. The fund's creation of a Cayman Islands entity, which checks the box to be treated as a corporation for U.S. tax purposes, transforms the active business income into passive income for these tax-exempt and foreign investors. It also may provide deferral benefits for the U.S managers of the fund.
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By adding the foreign blocker corporation, the fund has expanded its boundaries offshore. But has tax really distorted the boundaries of the firm in the Coasean sense? Although the legal boundaries of the firm now include a Cayman Islands corporation, the economic activity is almost entirely unchanged. The private equity firm, based in the United States, continues to employ managers in New York, Boston, or Greenwich to make investments in the United States.
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It is not self-evident, therefore, whether the dominant effect of tax is economic (expansion of the real boundaries of the firm) or legal (regulatory arbitrage). As we discuss below, recent empirical work suggests that the economic distortion is real, and not just a problem of lawyers shuffling paper around.
C. The Problem of Overseas Deferral
The phenomenon of "permanently reinvested earnings," or PRE, provides some empirical sense of the scope and importance of the 80 See 457A (restricting deferral benefits under certain conditions). 81 From a Coasean perspective, the firm has increased its intrafirm transaction costs slightly, as it has to maintain separate books for the two "brother-sister" funds, and agency costs might increase slightly as compensation of the U.S.-based managers becomes more complicated.
problem. When firms engage in offshore activity, real or imagined, and generate earnings abroad, they face a potential repatriation tax of 35% when offshore subsidiaries return cash to the domestic U.S. parent company. This future tax creates the need for an accounting entry of a deferred tax liability. A company that parks $1 billion in the Cayman Islands would record a deferred tax liability of up to $350 million, discounted to present value if the company plans to defer repatriation. Companies can avoid this adverse accounting treatment, however, if the earnings are permanently reinvested overseas. If the earnings are permanently reinvested, there is no anticipated U.S. tax, and thus no need from an accounting standpoint to create a deferred tax liability.
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The increase in offshore cash holdings has been well-documented, although the importance of tax is debated.
83 Many large U.S. corporations, especially tech companies, have enormous amounts of cash sitting offshore. This cash has been generated in large part through effective tax planning. Foreign source income is deferred overseas, and what would otherwise be U.S. source income is effectively transferred overseas through planning techniques. Apple, for example, holds some $60 billion in cash, mostly offshore. 84 Other companies with extensive cash holdings include Microsoft, Google, Cisco, Pfizer, GE, Conoco Philips. This is likely evidence of a tax distortion -price mechanism effect (transfer pricing) combined with the repatriation tax locking in earnings -although it does not tell us which effect dominates: (1) regulatory arbitrage, or (2) the price mechanism and doctrinal distortions.
If this were pure regulatory arbitrage, one would expect to see large cash holdings (which we indeed observe), waiting for another repatriation tax holiday. Foley et al. find evidence to this effect. 85 Recent evidence, however, also suggests an increase in real investments in overseas assets and an increase in foreign acquisitions by cash-rich firms. Blouin, Krull & Robinson find that the tax incentives to defer repatriations, combined with the accounting treatment of permanently reinvested earnings, appear to drive this reinvestment. 86 Firms with high levels of foreign earnings designated as PRE and held as cash are more likely to make value-destroying acquisitions of foreign target firms using cash consideration. As an example, they highlight Microsoft's decision to acquire Skype for $8.5 billion; because Skype was a foreign company with headquarters in Luxemburg, Microsoft was able to use foreign cash "trapped" overseas to make the acquisition.
Companies with large cash holdings have been lobbying for another repatriation tax holiday, which would arguably ease the economic distortion in the short run. Studies of the last repatriation holiday, however, shows little evidence of new domestic investment that would not have occurred otherwise in the absence of a tax holiday. More importantly, companies accumulate cash abroad in anticipation of another holiday, and indeed must show that the cash is not needed domestically to get favorable APB 23 treatment.
The evidence may suggest the worst of all worlds from a policy standpoint. Tax induces firms to use transfer pricing and other techniques to shift income offshore. Some of the cash is hoarded in tax havens. Other cash is reinvested in poorly performing projects to justify favorable accounting treatment.
Tax revenue declines, as does economic performance, as the boundaries of the firm expand.
D. Location and the Theory of the Growth of the Firm
The literature on international trade has used an "eclectic paradigm" to predict how and when multinational firms engage in foreign direct investment. The paradigm, known as OLI, focuses on three factors: ownership, location, and internalization. 88 First, to make a foreign direct investment, a firm must have ownership advantages (O) over firms in other countries, such as intellectual property, knowledge, or a monopoly position in a market. Second, there must be internalization advantages (I) that make it more beneficial to use these advantages inside the firm rather than selling or leasing them to another firm. Third, the foreign market must have some location advantage (L) in some factor inputs, such as cheap labor or natural resources, compared to the home country. U.S. tax policy may distort decision-making in terms of internalization, as selling or leasing firm-specific advantages creates a market transaction that could increase tax liability compared to an intrafirm transaction. One common tax-avoidance technique is to move intellectual property overseas, where it can be licensed back to the U.S. 87 Edwards et al 2011. 88 Dunning 1977. parent company, shifting the source of the income outside of the United States. Licensing the IP to a foreign firm, by contrast, would leave the income sourced in the United States. U.S. tax policy creates an even larger distortion in terms of location; a firm might engage in foreign direct investment even if the target country has no advantage in a factor input such as labor or natural resources compared to the United States. Suppose Facebook wants to design a new mobile platform, and assume that it has valuable patents (O) that are best exploited within the firm (I) because the transaction costs of negotiating a license agreement would be prohibitive. Absent tax, California might be the optimal place to invest in this project. On the margins, tax policy would encourage this new investment to take place in Singapore, where the tax rate is lower, even if the labor rates and other factor inputs were comparable to the United States.
The phenomenon of offshoring is often attributed primarily to differences in factor inputs such as cheap labor, cost-of-living-in short, regional comparative advantage. But U.S. tax policy contributes to the problem by distorting the decision in favor of overseas direct investment.
V. POLICY IMPLICATIONS
This boundaries of the firm framework offers a new reason to focus on tax instruments that minimize the distortion of the price mechanism in guiding managerial behavior. In the domestic context, corporate tax reform efforts focus largely on capital structure distortions on the right hand side of the balance sheet, and the distortion of managerial incentives that follows. For example, policymakers have reduced dividend tax rates to diminish the debt-equity distortion. Paying attention to the boundaries of the firm, by contrast, provides a new reason to consider fully or partially replacing the classical corporate tax with a VAT, which, as we discuss below, could raise comparable amounts of revenue at a lower rate without distorting the make or buy decision. The boundaries of the firm analysis also suggests changes to the corporate tax rules, like the spin-off rules, that discourage the disaggregation of large firms. In the international context, the debate in the United States is focused largely on whether we should abandon our current system of worldwide taxation with deferral in favor of a territorial system, or instead move to a worldwide consolidation system without offshore deferral. Focusing on the distortions of the boundaries of the firm could tip the balance in favor of worldwide consolidation without deferral, or revitalize support for a system that does not rely on transfer pricing, like a destination-based VAT or X-tax.
A. Maintaining the Integrity of the Price Mechanism
Maintaining the integrity of the price mechanism at the boundaries of the firm should be considered a goal of tax policy. The firm's use of market prices to allocate resources is the fundamental driver of economic efficiency. All taxes distort the price mechanism in some way, but some distortions are worse than others. Public finance scholarship studies the distortionary effects of different tax instruments, like a uniform commodity tax, taxes on capital income, and so on. The literature on the distortionary effects of the corporate tax is not as well-developed, however, in part because economists tend to be less familiar than lawyers with the ways in which deal structures can be modified to reduce distortions. 90 While the economics and finance literature traditionally has argued for no taxes on capital income (and, by extension, no tax on corporate income), such arguments offer little assistance to policymakers operating in a political environment that seeks to raise some revenue from business taxes. Given that constraint, this Article argues that the distortion of the boundary of the firm should not be overlooked.
The basic insight is that realization-based income taxes distort the decision of where to set the boundary of the firm. If a firm's tax liability depends on prices set within the firm's boundaries, opportunities for tax avoidance follow. All else equal, then, policymakers should prefer tax systems that set liability based only on market prices, or that set tax liability based on prices that can be imputed from observable arms-length transactions. If realization-based income taxes are fundamentally flawed in this regard, what are the viable alternative instruments?
The most obvious candidate is a VAT, a form of consumption tax that taxes a firm based on the difference in value between inputs and outputs. Both inputs and outputs are observable, and the administrative design of a VAT can incentivize more accurate reporting of prices. A VAT is not really a tax on firms in the same sense as a corporate tax, as the incidence of the tax would be different and, one can safely assume, be less burdensome to shareholders. An example can help illustrate these points. Suppose Apple wants to buy smartphones from China in an arms-length transaction to reap the benefit of the efficiency of a market transaction with its manufacturer. Might a VAT distort this decision?
Assume that the Chinese factory will sell the phone to Apple for $100, and Apple sells the phone to a U.S. consumer for $500. The input price for U.S. tax purposes, under a destination-based VAT, is zero, regardless of the actual price. If the VAT rate was 20%, it would raise $100 regardless of what happened overseas. There is no distortion of the boundary of the firm.
It gets more complicated for overseas sales; if Apple sells the phone to a British consumer for $500, there would be no tax collected in the United States. While this raises no revenue from a U.S. perspective, it is hardly clear that we collect much tax on overseas sales under the current system, and the tax system would not distort the location of production. Political debate about the U.S. corporate tax rate often focuses on its explicit cost-revenue paid by U.S. corporations to the Treasury-and vague references to the idea that a high corporate tax rate reduces U.S. competitiveness. More precision would be useful. Recently, scholars have focused some attention on the implicit cost of the corporate tax-the inefficient allocation of economic resources in response to the corporate tax.
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Expansion of the real boundaries of the firm beyond what would occur in a no-tax world is an important implicit cost of the corporate tax. Corporate managers hold on to underperforming divisions. The proliferation of offshore subsidiaries leads not only to reduced global tax revenue and work for tax lawyers and accountants, but distortion of real economic decisions. Treaty obligations and political constraints may limit the menu of available political options in the international context, but several domestic policy options are possible.
Reducing the corporate tax rate.-Reducing the U.S. corporate tax rate would tend to reduce the price mechanism distortion, as firms would 91 E.g., Grubert & Altshuler. have less marginal incentive to reduce tax liability by expanding the firm to create income-shifting opportunities. To the extent that firms engage in regulatory arbitrage to mitigate the economic distortion, the need for wasteful tax planning strategies would be reduced as well. Reducing the corporate tax rate would likely reduce revenue, however. 92 Reducing the corporate tax rate could also amplify aspects of the agglomeration distortion. If we re-create a differential between high personal income tax rates and lower corporate tax rates, for example, the lock-in effect is magnified. Shareholders will be reluctant to distribute earnings from the corporation, which acts as a deferral device for the shareholders.
Base-broadening is an appealing option to make up for lower rates, although the political will for closing loopholes is questionable. Again, shifting the business tax base to a VAT or X-tax is a promising approach, as it reduces the distortion of the boundaries of the firm. Assuming the corporate income tax cannot be eliminated entirely, supplementing the existing system with a modest business VAT would allow for greatly lower corporate income tax rates. Whether such an approach is politically viable is hard to know, but the efficiency gains could be appealing to business leaders and revenue-raisers alike.
Transparency. If broad changes to the structure of the corporate tax are not feasible, a push for increased transparency may help. The effect of tax planning on firm value is often ambiguous.
93 Because shifting earnings for tax purposes often creates opportunities for accounting gamesmanship, shareholders do not always reward aggressive tax planning with higher share prices. It is difficult for shareholders to know if managers are hoarding cash in order to avoid taxes or because they cannot find good use for the money. Greater transparency of cash flows could reduce agency costs and allow shareholders to pressure managers more effectively for distributions or redemptions.
Revise the spin-off rules. The spin-off rules are necessary to protect the integrity of the corporate tax. In the absence of the spin-off rules, companies could bailout corporate earnings by funding a subsidiary entirely with cash or high-basis property and spinning off the subsidiary to shareholders, who could then sell the subsidiary for cash and recognize no gain. To protect against bailouts of corporate earnings, the Code 92 It is possible that we are on the wrong side of the Laffer curve, in which case reducing the corporate tax rate to, say, 25% would not reduce revenue. distinguishes between active businesses and passive investments. To qualify for reorganization treatment, which defers any inside or outside gain, a corporation must distribute a subsidiary containing a trade or business that has been active for at least five years, and retain at least one other distinct business with its own five-year history. 94 The effect of the rule is to make it somewhat more difficult for firms to disaggregate than to hold on to underperforming assets. One possibility to consider is elective nonrecognition, where disaggregating firms could choose to sell an active trade or business without incurring a corporate-level tax so long as cash proceeds are distributed to shareholders, triggering shareholder-level tax on gains. 
